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Hamilton through a Planner’s eyes

Interacting and building
relationships with customers
is a highlight of the job for
Council Planner Sophie
Elliott.
Ms Elliott is one of 14
planners who review and
process resource consents for
the Council and was drawn to
Hamilton from Auckland two
years ago due to the variety of
work available.
When it comes to planning
in the central city, Ms Elliott
says providing developers
with feedback and certainty
on their proposal before
they invest is invaluable for
ensuring the best outcomes
for developers and the
community.
“At any given time we each
have around 15 consents on
the go. The nature of the work
is dynamic as we need to take
into consideration the rules
in the Resource Management
Act and the outcomes the
District Plan is looking to
achieve,” says Ms Elliott.
“Helping people to
understand the potential
effects a proposal could
have on others is one of the

challenges of the job, but I
love it.
“It’s a balancing act
between the application
achieving what it wants and
assessing its effects on the
neighbours, community,
environment and future
owners of the site.
“Sometimes it’s the smaller
projects like adding a garage,
ancillary unit or south-facing
outdoor area that seem simple
on the surface but can create
flow on effects including cold,
damp areas or changing the
visual character of the area
which some people are just
not aware of. It’s part of my
job to work with customers
to find a solution which can
work for everyone.”
A career highlight for Ms
Elliott was breaking new
ground earlier this year on a
complex consent.
“Earlier this year, an
application came in for a
housing development which
included different types of
housing on the same block of
land, including stand-alone
houses and duplexes. Our
new District Plan rules had

just set in so it meant working
through some new provisions
and testing how the planning
framework would apply in
a ’live’ situation,” says Ms
Elliott.
Opportunities in Hamilton
due to the city’s growth are
what keep Ms Elliott excited
about future projects.
“The working environment
at the Council is extremely
supportive; I’m given
opportunities to try new and
more complex work while
having complete support from
my manager.
“The city is growing and
it’s something I want to be
part of.”
Ms Elliott’s passion for
the city and region extend
to her life outside work too,
where she’s part of an outdoor
netball team and enjoys
exploring nature walks in
the Waikato and some of the
great tramps throughout the
country.
“It’s a great feeling driving
or walking through the city
and seeing a development
come to life which you know
you had a part in.”

PASSIONATE PLANNER: The city’s growth continues to provide new and exciting opportunities for Council Planner
Sophie Elliott.

Goosebumps moment Canine collaboration
after Carnegie
helps young readers
Hall invitation
Hamilton Civic Choir Chair
Sally Rosenberg says watching
Choir members vote to accept
an invitation to perform at
New York’s fabled Carnegie
Hall was a “goosebumps
moment.”
The history-making
opportunity came through an
unusual chain of events. The
Choir performs annually at
Hamilton Gardens but poor
weather meant this year’s
concert was held indoors.
A Choir member videoed
the choral works, which
were loaded on the Choir’s
You Tube channel. One
particular piece Ubi Caritas,
a newish work by Norwegian
composer Ola Gjeilo, was
spotted by representatives
of Distinguished Choirs
International New York.
In turn this led to what Sally
Rosenberg described as an
“electronic audition” which
culminated in an invitation
to perform at a composer-led
residency and massed choir
concert at Carnegie Hall next
April.
Ms Rosenberg says
Carnegie Hall is one of the
great venues of the world to
perform in.
“We’re enormously proud
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to be representing Hamilton
and to showcase our talent
to North America. With a
combined choir including
the North American choirs
there will be 250 singers
on stage and a symphony
orchestra. We’d rarely get that
opportunity in New Zealand
and for most of our singers it
will genuinely be a once in a
lifetime opportunity. To sing to
a sold out concert audience of
some 3000 or more just adds
to the sizzle!”
The Hamilton Civic Choir
was formed in 1946 and in the
past 70-years plus history has
performed with internationally
renowned soloists including
pianist Michael Houston,
opera stars Dame Malvina
Major and featured young
singers in cameo solo roles
in oratoria, including Pene
Pati, now one of the three of
Sol3Mio fame.
With 50 singers, all of
whom are auditioned, the
Choir is building on the
strengths of its past and
performing throughout the
North Island under the baton
of Musical Director
Timothy Carpenter and
Assistant Musical Director
Francis Cowan.
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Hamilton Civic Choir Chair
Sally Rosenberg

The Council has a special
role in the Choir – the Mayor
is the President – a unique
relationship within the various
Hamilton choirs.
The Choir also performs
at civic events, the next one
on 8 October to support the
anniversary of the Waikato
Museum moving to the
Grantham Street location.
The free concerts at Hamilton
Gardens each year are also
part of the relationship with
the Council.
Ms Rosenberg says 36
members of the Choir plus
ten family supporters are
making the trip to New York,
at a cost of $6000 each. As
well as public and family
support, the Choir is looking
to run a design competition to
create a new uniform and is
seeking corporate sponsorship
to assist. To make a donation
or offer support, contact the
Hamilton Civic Choir.
hamiltoncivicchoir.org.nz
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Two beautiful well-trained
dogs are the key features of
a new community outreach
programme offered by
Hamilton City Libraries.
Reading Buddies is a new
collaboration between the
city’s library service, the
Council’s Animal Education
and Control Unit, Canine
Friends and the Western
Community Centre, and it sees
children aged six to eight years
read to two friendly pooches –
Mac, a beardy cross, and Skye,
a standard poodle.
Project Co-ordinator Tracy
Robinson says the Reading
Buddies programme has been
designed to allow children to
practice reading in a relaxed
and friendly environment.
“International studies have
shown if children read to
a well-trained and friendly
dog, they develop more
confidence with their reading
and increase what is known
as ’reading fluency’ – a term
describing comprehension and
an individual child’s ability to
read aloud,” Ms Robinson.
“Canine Friends is a New
Zealand-based dog therapy
group which predominantly
takes these gorgeous pets
to places like rest homes
and hospitals, where the
interaction with the animals
is a huge thrill for the people
there.”

Reading Buddies takes the
tangible community benefit.
therapy and companionship
“Being involved in Reading
aspect of the Canine Friends’
Buddies is a great way for
approach and puts it in a child- us to emphasise dog safety
focussed literacy environment messages,” she says.
out in the community.
Neil Tolan, Western
“Reading to a dog gives
Community Centre Manager,
the child a non-judgemental
says the centre was pleased to
learning experience, and
be the venue.
they’re more comfortable
“We offer a range of
reading aloud and at their own community services, projects
pace than they might be with a and initiatives and we really
group of other children.”
welcomed Reading Buddies.”
The initial Reading
The Reading Buddies
Buddies sessions will run
pilot programme concludes
at the Western Community
on 4 September, and once
Centre for seven weeks, and
completed Hamilton City
began on 24 July. There are
Libraries staff will do an
seven children participating,
assessment of the project with
supported by parents or
the stakeholders to determine
caregivers.
the next steps, with the aim
Ms Robinson says Canine
of rolling the programme out
Friends’ Waikato Regional
elsewhere.
Co-ordinator Judy McRae was
thrilled to be approached
to be involved and has
BOUND
been very supportive:
BY BOOKS:
“Judy jumped at
Waimarama
the chance to
Searancke and
poodle Skye.
partner with
us on this, and
having her onboard is integral
to making it
happen.”
Animal
Education and
Control Manager Susan
Stanford says her staff were
keen to be part of a crosshamiltonlibraries.co.nz
organisational project with
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